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Radiology Orders 

Please be cognizant of the START date/time of your radiolo-

gy orders. Duplicate radiology orders within 24 hrs will be 

questioned by the department and appropriate Utilization 

Management. 

Radiology Orders are alphabetized by body 

part.  Speed your search by insuring the filter is set 

to Starts with.  Then type the first few letters of the 

body part  into the        Find:    search cell.   

Xr brings up all xrays alphabetized by body part 

CT brings up all CTs alphabetized by body part 

NM brings up all NM tests alphabetized by body part 

MR bring up all MRI tests alphabetized by body part 

IR brings up all interventional radiology procedures  

An alternate way of quickly finding the order is to type in 

―XR ch‖ chest xrays or MR Abd, abdominal MRI. 
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Radiology Orders 

Select STAT 

Click ―OK‖ 

T;N Routine means To-

day;Now, routine. 

T;N Stat means To-

day;Now, immediate. 

T;N DC Pending means To-

day;Now, Discharge Pend-

None-need to com-

plete Details later in 

ordering process. 
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Radiology Orders 

The following are required fields that must be an-

swered prior to placing a radiology test:  

 

Reason for exam:  

Pregnancy Status:  

Transport Mode: 

Isolation Code:  

For CT SCANS:  

Contrast Allergy:  

In MOST cases, only ―Reason for exam: ― is required 

because other questions have been already answered 

by supporting staff. Please put in the reason here. 
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Emergency Department  

Be sure to check whether any CoSigns are 

needed before signing off your shift !!  

Assign yourself 

to patient in 

Firstnet 

1st priority is to CoSign 

ALL existing Triage Or-

ders. 

1.  Insure you are on the OLL MD tab to begin. 

Admitting a Patient:  

Please be sure to Place the BED REQUEST (see Bed 

Request Section of this manual) order electronically 

as soon as you and a hospitalist or the accepting MD 

has agreed on admission. This should be done right 

at the same time as placing the BED ICON on the first 

net board. 

 

NB: A delay here in placing this order will delay the 

admission process. 




